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Have you ever been concerned about your buyer’s actual qualifications? Of course you have and it 

happens every day in our world. Once you ask a potential buyer for his personal financial information 

and his resume’ to determine if he can actual secure financing, you are now making the decision that he 

can purchase the business he is interested in buying. That is straight forward for the most part. When it 

gets tricky is when after you receive that information you have questions about it. Did you also demand 

the accompanying bank statements? Require his credit reports? How far do you go to pre-qualify buyers 

before introducing them to more of the business financials or the actual owner? This has been a concern 

for brokers since the beginning of time.  

Over the years I have found that many broker offices do have items in place to determine the quality 

and capabilities of a potential buyer. Some go as far as to pull credit and drill down on specific 

information provided by the buyer on their personal financial information. Although very few go to 

these lengths, most have some type of practice in place to retrieve some personal information upfront 

and if it looks like it makes sense, they move ahead. The real concern is when the information provided 

just doesn’t make sense. Such as finding high personal credit card debt when they claim they have a few 

hundred thousand in the bank accounts. Or they have every vehicle mortgaged along with a 2nd 

mortgage on the house. Would you ask the tough questions?  

When we see a candidate that has made over six-figures for the past number of years but owes on 

everything they own, that’s concerning and we will ask that person, “what have you spent your money 

on these last few years?” We drill down on each and every candidate we pre-qualify because if they 

don’t have what they say they do or cannot prove to us via cash accounts, no pre-qualification letter will 

be issued.  

What we typically see used is a simple one page net worth statement required by most broker offices. 

No back up materials and no true buyer screening done with the hopes of this information being true. 

We think you should stop doing this, that’s right, stop pre-qualifying candidates. What I really mean is if 

this business listing requires any level of financing, let the lender do this for you. Most broker offices 

have lender contacts that can be used for pre-qualifying.  Maybe they do many deals with them or 

maybe only one or two a year, in any case, most lenders would be happy to pre-qualify a buyer upfront 

for some level of financing or purchase price.  

This not only takes the burden off your office and the broker reviewing this buyer’s information but also 

brings another level of security to a seller when you explain they have been pre-qualified by a lender. If 

you are counting on a lender for buyer screening, then you must also understand what they will require 

and how long will it take. Be sure they’ll stand behind their letter and has a true sense of securing an 

approval should this buyer locate a business.  

This true level of pre-qualification is more important today then every before due to the fact that 

spending a month with a buyer that cannot truly be financed only builds frustration on many levels and 

reduces a broker’s credibility.   

 

 



So now let’s go through some of what we’ve seen from buyers in the past that claim to have money in 

the bank. True story, a potential buyer (we’ll call him Joe) completed the broker one page form and 

explained he had $175,000 in cash and was considering a business selling for $650,000.  We got a call 

from the broker saying that “something just didn’t feel right” with this buyer. He went on to say that it 

just didn’t add up when he looked at all the remaining parts of the buyer’s information. He asked Joe to 

contact us directly and I noticed he was local to our office, which is not typically the case. I asked Joe to 

come in and we sat down to go through his actual financials. I also asked for him to bring his bank 

account statements as we could not verify his ability without them. Much to my surprise, Joe had over 

$900,000 liquid in his checking account. Not what I or the broker had expected. My immediate next 

question was “why did you mislead the broker”? His answer, although surprising me a bit, was I just 

didn’t want the broker to know my cash amount because he would have tried to show me bigger 

businesses. I had no response, I get it. 

Now we all know that is not the typical buyer and his scenario has only crossed my desk once in so many 

years. The typical answer is that some funds are coming from Mom and some from my uncle and some 

from a friend and the list goes on and on. Usually they scramble to explain how the can come up with 

the money, that does fly with our firm and shouldn’t with yours either. 

We pre-qualify buyers every day for broker offices throughout the country and here is our criteria, with 

no exceptions. We must have all 4 of the following and they must be complete, current and accurate.  

1. Joint (if married) Completed PFS (personal financial statement) 

2. Current credit report  

3. Complete resume’ 

4. Bank statements supporting PFS accounts 

We leave little room for error here as we are less concerned about the borrower as opposed to the 

broker who counts on our letter. Our buyer pre-qual letters are produced within 2 hours of all requested 

documentation being submitted and comes at no cost or obligation to the buyer in any way. We want 

the broker to know the buyer’s level and chances of securing financing without question.  

We suggest that if you do not have a lender relationship that can supply this level of service to your 

office then explore additional lenders. This is something you should have a direct source for and if you 

have a lender relationship, require them to assist on this item but be sure they do a complete screening, 

it can save your transaction down the road.  

 For any specific answers on any other SBA rules, please contact us at Askdiamond@easysba.com. A no 

cost, no obligation email solution to answer your SBA questions.  

Diamond Financial specializes in these larger, goodwill type transactions and we are always happy to 

share the information that makes them happen. Call us and experience the power of the experts. 
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